
Hi Ashley and Ernie, 

RE: Peer review 1 

Here is my ep’s MET courses page. Here, you will find an audio comment for each course I took 

and a chosen artifact. 

I have highlighted one artifact for each course. For some variety, I recommend: 

Foundations of Educational Technology (artifact: article) 

Applications of Learning Theories to Instruction (artifact: mind map) 

Also: Front page / Exploring Media Studies through Digital Film Communication (artifact: 

movie) 

In my audio comments, you will find some answers to: 

 Highlight ways in which you synthesize, imagine, conceptualize and design the 

presentation of your artifacts. 

 Discuss the multimedia you are using and how each medium supports your overarching 

theme metaphor or question. 

 How can ePortfolios assist in defining the new ways of producing and distributing 

knowledge? 

  Consider the ways in which the electronic links you are embedding within the ePortfolio 

are shaped by your thinking and by the cognitive links you are making. 

If you wish to look at the entire ep:  

Be integrative, through requiring generation/application of ideas across courses; 

 Generate research findings and/or link theory/research to practice;  

o Please find this in my movies; articles and reflections 
 Demonstrate your learning;  

o Result in a concrete product that demonstrates linkages and applications; 

o Be of personal use to you, the student, be and considered educationally valuable 

by an audience of professional peers. 

o Please find this in my various linkages to courses, artifacts, posts, etc. 
 An analysis what you have learned in MET: an articulation of your philosophy about 

technology in your practice, context and environment, strategies for using technology in 

your practice, examples of technology projects and resources that you have created or 

found to be effective.  

o Please find this in my movies; articles and reflections (ie: personal learning 

theory) 



 A synthesis and critical analysis of literature and technology resources relevant to an 

issue or problem that is identified in educational technology.  

o Please find this in my movies and articles I have developed on this subject 
 A well-developed proposal for a small research project in educational technology or a 

report of a small-scale research project that the student undertook.  

o Please find this in my film about learning Spanish with digital film 
 The production of multi-media materials to be used in an educational context.  

o Please find this throughout my ep… especially in the area of digital film 

making. 

Thanks in advance for your time and consideration, 

Kind regards, Chantal 

 


